SmartLink
Cabin Management System
Today’s Leading-Edge System Architecture
For Management of Aircraft Cabin Control
SmartLink is the industry’s most advanced system architecture
for integrated management of aircraft cabin lighting, audio/visual
components, entertainment systems, and comfort control.
SmartLink offers incomparable performance and flexibility for the
particular requirements of private, business, commercial, military,
and VVIP aircraft. It's compact and tightly integrated electronics

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

packaging provides a very low installed weight while still
providing high reliability and maximum adaptability to the
individualized demands of every aircraft.
SmartLink sets new technological standards and can
accommodate complex or straightforward system integrations
and future changes that may likely occur during the service life
of each aircraft.

Touch Screens & Physical Switches
Active and Passive Switch Panels
SmartLink Technology
Easy Installation
Reduced Weight
Adaptable, Programmable
Self Diagnostic Capabilities
Prevents System Wide Failures
Retrofit Designs
Able to Utilize Existing Wiring & Woodwork
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DPI Labs SmartLink CMS solutions are
integrated into commercial, business, military,
and Head of State aircraft worldwide.
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